


Paper 1 and Paper 2
These papers cover both British and American politics. Students are asked to 
examine topics such as the Constitution, political parties, elections, pressure 
groups, the judiciary etc. You study UK Government and Politics in Year 12 and US 
Government and Politics in Year 13. You will also be asked to compare UK and US 
political systems, which is really interesting! For example: Who has more power 
the UK Prime Minister or the US President? Which court is more effective at 
protecting civil rights and liberties – the UK Supreme Court or the US Supreme 
Court?

Government and Politics A Level – What do we study?

Paper 3
This paper examines Political Thought over the centuries. It looks at how political 
thinkers have developed their ideas about the state, society, the economy, human 
nature, freedom and so on. It examines how political thinkers have shaped 
Conservatism, Liberalism and Socialism. You can then see how these ideas are 
apparent in today’s political parties and their manifestos. This paper has a more 
historical focus than the other two papers. 



Government and Politics A Level – What does it look like?
How is it examined?
There are 3 two hour exams. There is a mixture of short answer and 
essay based questions. There is no coursework.

How is it different to other subjects?
Current affairs is at the heart of this subject. Whatever is going on in 
the news will be discussed in detail and you will learn to use up to 
date examples in your answers. You need to enjoy keeping up to 
date with the news. 
Unlike other subjects, there is no expectation for you to have 
studied Government and Politics at all previously. 

How is it similar to other subjects?
Government and Politics is similar to subjects like History and 
English in that the subject is essay based. You will also be asked to 
analyse extracts (sources) to determine how reliable / valid the 
arguments are.  
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What are Pressure Groups?
A pressure group is an organized group of people who are 
attempting to persuade a government or another authority to take 
action, for example change the law. (The key thing to remember is 
that pressure groups do not want to be elected into power 
themselves. They just want to influence those in power). 

Task 1: Watch these Youtube clips about pressure groups in 
America and write down what the pressure groups are 
campaigning for.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cWdrSYa8X4E&list=PLzfMpsKTfWJyDwG41nvWBv
MCeSZzd_SJ2&index=6

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oba7kH_3Vcc&index=3&list=PLzfMpsKTfWJyDwG
41nvWBvMCeSZzd_SJ2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ylD7ajPflqo&index=5&list=PLzfMpsKTfWJyDwG41
nvWBvMCeSZzd_SJ2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cWdrSYa8X4E&list=PLzfMpsKTfWJyDwG41nvWBvMCeSZzd_SJ2&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oba7kH_3Vcc&index=3&list=PLzfMpsKTfWJyDwG41nvWBvMCeSZzd_SJ2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ylD7ajPflqo&index=5&list=PLzfMpsKTfWJyDwG41nvWBvMCeSZzd_SJ2


Do Pressure Groups Harm or Enhance Democracy?

Task 2: Watch this Youtube clips about the NRA. Write down 
evidence that:
•The NRA harms democracy
•The NRA enhances democracy
Use the points in the table above to help you identify the evidence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dj8760sKCwc&list=PLzfMpsKTfWJyDwG41nv
WBvMCeSZzd_SJ2&index=7

HARM ENHANCE
1) They give too much power to 
minority groups
2)They do harm in a general sense
3)They undermine the power of 
government
4)They prevent laws from being 
passed that would benefit the public

5)They protect civil rights and 
liberties
6)They protect minority groups
7)They get people involved in 
politics
8)They ensure the views of experts 
are heard when creating new laws

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dj8760sKCwc&list=PLzfMpsKTfWJyDwG41nvWBvMCeSZzd_SJ2&index=7


Task 3: Highlight the boxes into 2 colours. One to show that pressure groups harm 
democracy and one to show that the enhance democracy.  

According to the NRA, 
their membership reached 5.5 
million total members in 2018. 
These members are often very 
active and take part in lobbying 

congressmen and the public 
during elections 

In the 1980s Margaret Thatcher 
found in necessary to consult 

with pressure groups such as the 
BMA and the Royal College of 

Nursing when formulating NHS 
reforms 

The National Rifle Association 
opposed Clinton’s introduction of the 

Brady Bill in 1993, providing for 
stricter background checks on those 

who buy hand-guns.  What would 
have happened had they succeeded?

Minority ethnic groups such as 
the NAACP and National 

Association for Hispanic Health 
may only think about the 

interests of their members and 
not about their implications on 

society. 1

In 2008 Joanna Lumley became 
the public face of a campaign to 

provide all Gurkha veterans 
(soldiers originally from Nepal) 
who served in the British Army 

before 1997 the right to settle in 
Britain.  Their campaign forced 
the government to change the 

law. 

Some pressure groups have 
successfully taken cases to the 
European Court of justice (ECJ) 

on the grounds that British 
government is in breach of EU 

law. 



Task 4: Now number the examples in the boxes on Slide 7 to show 
which argument they support from the table below (1-8). Clue 
there is a least one pressure group which has two arguments. 

HARM ENHANCE

1) They give too much 
power to minority groups
2)They do harm in a general 
sense
3)They undermine the 
power of government
4)They prevent laws from 
being passed that would 
benefit the public

5)They protect civil rights 
and liberties
6)They protect minority 
groups
7)They get people involved 
in politics
8)They ensure the views of 
experts are heard when 
creating new laws



Task 5: Check your answers using the separate powerpoint called 
‘Politics Induction 2020 – Answers’. How many did you get right?

HARM ENHANCE

1) They give too much 
power to minority groups
2)They do harm in a general 
sense
3)They undermine the 
power of government
4)They prevent laws from 
being passed that would 
benefit the public

5)They protect civil rights 
and liberties
6)They protect minority 
groups
7)They get people involved 
in politics
8)They ensure the views of 
experts are heard when 
creating new laws
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Choose Politics A Level if you like...
•Keeping up to date with what is going on in the news
•Essay based subjects
•The idea of taking on a new subject that you have 
never studied before
•Debating – we have lots of class debates and analysing 
arguments is at the heart of what we do. 
•The idea of finding out about the origins of political 
parties and their ideologies
•The idea of studying America. We study American 
Politics in Year 13 and directly compare the UK and US 
political systems. It is fascinating how different they 
are!
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